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Abstract:
The field of time-domain astrophysics has entered the era of Multi-messenger Astronomy
(MMA). One key science goal for the next decade (and beyond) will be to characterize gravi-
tational wave (GW) and neutrino sources using the next generation of Extremely Large Telescopes
(ELTs). These studies will have a broad impact across astrophysics, informing our knowledge of
the production and enrichment history of the heaviest chemical elements, constrain the dense mat-
ter equation of state, provide independent constraints on cosmology, increase our understanding of
particle acceleration in shocks and jets, and study the lives of black holes in the universe. Future
GW detectors will greatly improve their sensitivity during the coming decade, as will near-infrared
telescopes capable of independently finding kilonovae from neutron star mergers. However, the
electromagnetic counterparts to high-frequency (LIGO/Virgo band) GW sources will be distant
and faint and thus demand ELT capabilities for characterization. ELTs will be important and nec-
essary contributors to an advanced and complete multi-messenger network.
2
1 Larger Context
A major frontier in the study of astronomical sources is the development of multi-messenger as-
tronomy (MMA). The field of MMA began with the detection of neutrinos from the Sun and from
SN 1987A, but it has recently achieved prominence with the detection of a broad-spectrum electro-
magnetic (EM) counterpart to the binary neutron star merger (BNS) and gravitational wave (GW)
source GW170817 [1] and the identification of a blazar as the source of the high-energy neutrino
event IceCube-170922A [20]. The purpose of this white paper is to argue for the essential role
played by Extremely Large Telescopes (ELTs; &20 m in aperture) in fully realizing the potential
of this rapidly emerging field.
We anticipate that the field of MMA will undergo significant development over the next few
years (compare with the state of the field for the last decadal survey; [6]) and major advances will
occur before the ELTs see first light. Some of the most important developments we can expect by
then are: (i) Advanced LIGO/Virgo run O3 and future staged upgrades will occur as the detectors
approach design sensitivity around 2022 [2]; (ii) additional GW observatories such as KAGRA
and LIGO-India will begin regular operations; (iii) the next phase of upgrades to GW sensitivity
such as A+ will be underway or nearing completion; (iv) next-generation neutrino observatories
such as KM3NeT and IceCube-Gen2 will have been completed. These increases in sensitivity will
lead to more detections of counterparts and we will know more basic facts about the populations
of sources by the ELT era. However, we expect that major science questions will remain open
that can only be addressed with the large apertures of ELTs, which can observe fainter targets and
larger, more representative samples than current 8–10 m facilities.
This white paper will focus exclusively on the high-frequency (>Hz) regime for GW detec-
tions, which covers stellar-mass objects. ELTs will also contribute critically to supermassive black
hole GW science in the nHz–µHz band (as pulsar timing arrays (PTAs) steadily improve their sen-
sitivity), and intermediate-mass GW science in the &mHz band (following the anticipated launch
of LISA). These cases are discussed in more detail in separate white papers (e.g., [25]).
Despite this uncertainty about the future of a rapidly-evolving field, some aspects of the
landscape of the study of high-frequency GW counterparts in the era of ELTs are predictable. The
increased number of functional GW interferometers will substantially increase the localization ac-
curacy of sources and the corresponding ability to find EM counterparts. However, the increased
sensitivity of the observatories will also probe more distant populations of sources. GW interfer-
ometers are sensitive to the gravitational strain h, which scales as 1/d (where d is the distance
to a source), while optical telescopes are sensitive to the energy flux, which scales as 1/d2. Al-
though the ultimate design sensitivity of Advanced LIGO will be sensitive to BNS systems out
to ∼200 Mpc (and BH-NS star mergers at several hundred Mpc), the A+ upgrades1 by the 2025
timeframe will aim to increase the sensitivity by an additional factor of ∼2. Therefore, planned
technology developments in GW interferometers will rapidly start producing detections at
distances where the expected optical counterparts are exceedingly dim, necessitating the col-
lecting area of ELTs to study them in detail (see Figure 2). Future deep, wide-area EM surveys,
such as with LSST and WFIRST, will also have synergies with ELTs [18], including the potential
to discover very distant BNS mergers independent of a GW trigger (e.g., [32]).
The initial detection of an EM counterpart to a BNS merger has demonstrated that at least
1https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-T1800042/public
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some short-duration gamma-ray bursts (sGRBs) are connected to BNS mergers and that significant
amounts of material enriched by r-process nucleosynthesis are ejected in an event known as a
kilonova (e.g., [10, 11, 15, 22, 23, 29, 33, 35]). Combining the information gleaned from the EM
counterpart with the GW signal can set constraints on fundamental nuclear physics (through the
neutron star equation of state) and cosmology (through the use of these sources as standard sirens;
[19, 31]). This subject is further described in a complementary white paper [13]. The future
work proposed here will clarify the diversity of outcomes of BNS mergers, as well as potential
differences with the outcomes of NS-BH mergers.
We note that stellar-mass binary black hole systems, despite the intriguing report of a possible
associated gamma-ray signal with Fermi [8], have not yet been conclusively associated with any
EM counterpart. In the event of the detection of such counterparts (or of a counterpart to any
novel GW source class), the potential discovery space is large. ELTs will certainly make major
contributions to studies of such novel sources in the likely case that the optical/NIR counterparts
are faint. However, in the absence of reliable predictions for these unknown EM counterparts, we
will focus on kilonovae here for specificity.
2 Detailed ELT Studies of GW Counterparts
The prime counterparts to high-frequency GW sources at optical/near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths
are kilonovae, which are produced in compact object mergers containing neutron stars. They
are the result of the ejection at velocities ∼0.1–0.3c of 10−3–0.05 M of material enriched in
heavy elements by r-process nucleosynthesis and powered by the decay of radioactive isotopes
[27]. Theoretical studies of the merger process have identified several physically distinct ejection
processes, including tidal tails, squeezed dynamical ejecta, accretion disk winds, and jets. The
details are expected to be sensitive to the masses, radii, and tidal deformabilities of the individual
neutron stars, which in turn depend on the physics of dense nuclear matter [12].
If the neutron star debris has a sufficiently low electron fraction, Ye < 0.23, neutron cap-
tures and r-process nucleosynthesis will produce the heaviest elements, including the lanthanide
series. Radiative transfer simulations have shown that the high opacity of lanthanide-rich material
has a profound effect on the observed light curves (see Figure 1). Material with low lanthanide
abundances emits primarily in the optical, while the signatures of high lanthanide abundances are
present in the NIR (e.g., [21, 22, 34, 38]). Therefore, both optical and IR spectroscopy are neces-
sary to be sensitive to the presence of material with a range of compositions.
A central goal of this future work is to determine the range of outcomes of BNS mergers
and the primary drivers of observed diversity. Simulations have shown that the different ejecta
components have properties (masses, velocities, composition) that are sensitive to the properties of
the neutron stars. Studies of sGRBs have already shown that the optical counterparts of presumed
compact object mergers exhibit diverse behavior, even after accounting for the afterglow compo-
nent (e.g., [14, 16]). In addition, we expect that NS-BH systems will differ from BNS mergers.
Due to the stronger GW signal, they will be detected at larger distances than BNS systems on
average and thus are expected to have fainter optical counterparts, requiring ELTs.
An unresolved issue after GW170817 is the origin of the blue emission at the earliest times,
which was unexpectedly bright. Despite the neutron-rich nature of debris from neutron stars, "blue"
(i.e., lanthanide-poor) kilonova components were predicted to exist and can have several possible
origins, including in the dynamical ejecta, accretion disk winds, or after neutrino irradiation by a
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Figure 1: As the lanthanide
abundance increases in a fidu-
cial kilonova, the higher opac-
ity results in a longer diffusion
timescale, which makes the
light curves fainter and broader,
while it pushes the flux from
the optical to the NIR. The de-
tailed patterns of undulations in
the spectra are sensitive to the
chemical composition. From
[22].
long-lived hypermassive neutron star. The presence of these sources for the ejecta associated with
the blue component is potentially informative about the properties of the neutron stars (e.g., the
radii or the lifetime of a HMNS before collapse to a black hole; [12]). Some authors have proposed
additional sources of energy input at the earliest times, such as from free neutron decay or shocks
created in the interaction of the jet with the merger debris (e.g., [17, 30]). Better understanding of
these phenomena can therefore shed light on the properties of dense nuclear matter. Observations at
the earliest times, as soon as a counterpart has been identified, will be necessary to constrain these
scenarios, requiring rapid-response target of opportunity capabilities with large-aperture facilities.
An additional major source of phenomenological variation in kilonovae is likely to be ori-
entation effects. The most obvious is that the connection with sGRBs demonstrates that some
lines of sight will have a relativistic jet pointed directly at the observer. However, the presence
of a well-defined angular momentum axis due to the orbit of the binary means that the ejection
of non-relativistic kilonova material during the merger is unlikely to be spherically symmetric.
Understanding the geometry of these events and for the separate components is important to prop-
erly measure the ejecta masses, nucleosynthetic outputs, and to accurately constrain the distances
for cosmology. Spectropolarimetry has the potential to directly probe the ejecta geometry [7] and
should be performed with ELTs for the nearest and brightest events. These constraints would be
complementary to those of the potentially jetted component studied through non-thermal emission
in the radio and X-ray bands.
The large apertures of ELTs will be necessary to obtain late-time observations of kilonovae.
Late-time spectroscopy of kilonovae in the nebular phase has the potential to be highly informative
about the velocities and composition of the slowest ejecta, just as for supernovae [28]. Photomet-
ric data obtained at still later times can constrain the still highly-uncertain rates of heating and
thermalization and search for evidence of individual dominant radioactive species [5].
The primary desired technical capability besides the large aperture of an ELT is deep spec-
troscopy with broad wavelength coverage across both the optical and NIR bands. The expected
velocities in GW counterparts are high, so any low-to-moderate spectral resolution is acceptable
as long as the sky subtraction is reliable. An ideal instrument for this work that could observe
the whole spectral window simultaneously might resemble X-Shooter on the VLT or SCORPIO
at Gemini-South. We note that no such instrument is envisioned in the initial instrument suites
for GMT or TMT. Therefore, we encourage further development of proposed instrument concepts













Figure 2: Kilonova emission in the optical (R-band, left panel) and NIR (H-band, right panel)
at z = 0.024 (d ≈ 100 Mpc, blue), z = 0.1 (d ≈ 500 Mpc; red) and z = 0.2 (orange), com-
puted following [37]. Fiducial sensitivities for reasonable S/N ratios in an hour-long spectroscopic
observation for both current generation 8–10 m telescopes and ELTs are marked, including the
improvements in the NIR sensitivity due to adaptive optics (AO). Black thick line: GW170817 (at
40 Mpc). For each two-component model, the shaded area marks the brightness range correspond-
ing to Mej,red = 0.001 − 0.05M and vej,red = 0.1 c. All of the models include the contribution
from a blue kilonova component with similar properties as in GW170817 (Mej,blue = 0.01M
and vej,blue = 0.3 c). Thick lines: expected total emission for Mej,red = 0.01M. Dashed lines:
contribution of only the red component with Mej,red = 0.01M. The blue component has a major
effect on the optical fluxes, but its origin is obscure. The increased sensitivity of the ELTs in the
optical and NIR is necessary to characterize the most distant compact object mergers and to sample
the potential diversity of their kilonova emission.
3 Relationships to Other Facilities
ELTs cannot perform this science in isolation and will require complementary facilities across the
EM spectrum from radio to γ-rays. Even in optimistic scenarios, GW localizations will remain
larger than 10 sq. deg. in the next decade. ELTs will not have the field of view to efficiently
monitor such large sky areas to find potential optical counterparts. Other wide-field imagers at
smaller-aperture facilities will be critical to initially discover the optical counterparts. There will
be numerous small telescopes searching for the nearest GW counterparts (e.g., [4, 9, 36]), but
the more distant ones will require facilities such as LSST (e.g., [26]). ELTs will likely be used
primarily for follow-up observations once the counterpart is identified.
Depending on the adopted cadences and survey strategies, deep wide-field surveys with
LSST and WFIRST will have the ability to detect kilonovae independent of GW triggers (e.g.,
[32]). Due to their rarity, these kilonovae will typically be distant and faint, and will require ELTs
for spectroscopic observations.
JWST will be capable of producing high S/N ratio spectra in the near-IR and mid-IR for a
handful of kilonovae that are complementary to the observations discussed here. However, the
finite mission lifetime, limited number of ToO interrupts, and sky pointing constraints will limit
the sample size that it can observe. ELTs will be necessary to obtain better-sampled time series of
observations for single targets and to build up larger samples of a wider variety of sources.
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4 Goals for Multi-messenger Astronomy with ELTs
• With ELT studies of counterparts to high-frequency GW sources, we can directly observe
the spectral signatures of the heaviest elements at the sites of their production. A sample
of well-observed objects is necessary to determine the dominant factors resulting in the vari-
ation in the yields. This is complementary to studies of the abundance patterns of neutron-
capture elements in metal-poor stars in determining the buildup of the periodic table over
cosmic time.
• The relative fractions of material in the different possible ejecta components of kilonovae
will constrain the physics of matter ejection in compact object mergers. These processes
are interesting in their own right, but are also sensitive to the properties of neutron stars
and will help illuminate the dense matter equation of state. The astrophysical information
about the sky location, distance, inclination of the binary, and ejected mass can be combined
with the gravitational wave strain data to produce tighter constraints on the properties of the
system, such as the tidal deformabilities of neutron stars.
• Spectroscopic confirmation of distant optical counterparts to GW sources is necessary for
standard siren cosmology. While some studies can rely on redshifts from host-galaxy
spectroscopy, anything that depends on the properties of the transient, such as estimates of
the viewing angle, will require ELTs. At the design sensitivity of Advanced LIGO, BH-NS
mergers will already be detectable by GW detectors out to several hundred Mpc, while in-
creases in sensitivity of only∼3 in GW detectors will produce detections of BNS at distances
of ∼500 Mpc. As shown in Figure 2, at those distances the expected optical counterparts
will be too faint for spectroscopy with 10 m class facilities. After the NSF invests in the A+
LIGO upgrades, and if it commits to longer-term plans using the LIGO Voyager or LIGO
Cosmic Explorer proposals in the late-2020’s or 2030’s, ELTs will be necessary to actually
perform MMA with many of the GW sources detected by those facilities.
• The only TeV or PeV candidate neutrino source known to date is a low-redshift blazar (TXS
0506+056; [20]), but there is no concordance model [24] and the role of ELTs is not clear.
There are other potential sources of high-energy astrophysical neutrinos including ener-
getic jets (e.g., gamma-ray bursts and tidal disruption events) and SN shocks with dense
media, whose science case is described in the white paper by Ackermann et al. [3]. Rapid
follow-up observations using an ELT will be highly desirable to elucidate these processes.
In addition, neutrinos at MeV energies are produced by supernovae, as the detection of SN
1987A demonstrated. A supernova exploding behind AV > 25 mag of extinction in the
Galactic plane would produce copious neutrinos and GWs, but could only be studied in the
optical/NIR using an ELT.
• For low-frequency GW sources, ELTs will contribute to in-depth MMA studies of super-
massive black hole science and plasma processes in active galactic nuclei, in addition to
characterizing host galaxy dynamics using integral-field units to resolve diffraction-limited
scales. For discussion of science cases in those GW regimes, see the related MMA white
papers by Kelley et al. for PTAs [25] and Holley-Bockelmann et al. for LISA.
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